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Guidance to markers - 5402 h-19 

 

The case is based on the same underlying facts as the contracts exam (5401) which the candidates 

had the day before, to highlight interlinks between the two topics (for LLM candidates who take both 

exams). The case also resembles a real life incident which was in the media this summer:  a Russian 

fishing vessel caught fire at Tromsø during hot work and was eventually pulled from quay and made 

to capsize by drilling a hole in the underwater hull. 

 Q 1 is the predominant part of the exam. Q 2 may be perceived to be difficult as the liability of 

Norchart would primarily (and in practice) be a question of liability in contract, under the time 

charter, and where candidates the day before were asked about Norchart’s liability for loss of the 

ship. Here they are given no info about the terms of charter etc., and the point is to test their general 

knowledge about recourse situations, and where e.g. the recourse claim against Stevenor could in 

any event not be based on contract - also as against Norchart the case illustrates some traditional 

aspects in the borderline between tort and contract, ref the classic question in sale of goods law of 

damages to the surroundings in case of defective goods. In any event, Q 1 should in marking be given 

more weight than Q 2. 

 

Q 1 - liability: 

The crux of the question concerns the basis of liability, i.e. the scope of a shipowner’s vicarious 

liability (rederansvaret) under MC s 151. Candidates may be confused by so much of a contractual 

issue (time chartering, retaining of stevedores, etc.) in a tort liability exam (under JUR5402) since this 

traditionally belongs to the contract course (JUR5401). However it is discussed in the syllabus in 

respect of ‘rederansvaret’, Falkanger/Bull p 158 in the Norwegian 8th edition (and it is a much 

debated topic both in Brækhus’ article Rederens husbondsansvar from 1953 and Selvig, Det såkalte 

husbondsansvar from 1968). 

The case provides for a combination of causes: the stevedore’s initial act starting the fire; the 

subsequent failure of the master to use the most efficient means of extinguishing it, combined in 

turn with privity on the part of the shipowner in failing to implement proper firefighting routines. 

What may create doubt by some candidates is whether the shipowner’s vicarious liability extends to 

the mistakes by employees of a stevedoring company, retained by the time charterers. However, it 

should be trite that vis-à-vis third parties the stevedores perform activities ‘in the service of the ship’ 

within the meaning of MC s 151, see e.g. Falkanger/Bull, above. Thus, all factors of causation are 

within the sphere of the shipowner’s responsibility, and the liability question is as such fairly clear. 

It should however be added that the legal sources leading to this answer is not readily available to 

the students; it is not addressed in more than a few sentences in the syllabus book (above), and 

hardly highlighted during lectures, and in legal literature and case law the answer is to some extent 

open for discussion (see e.g. ND 1942.123 going the other way, discussed in Selvig, ibid, p 70-76).  

It is therefore not ‘blatantly wrong’ if candidates were to hold Norcarrier not responsible for 

Stevenor’s mistake. However such a finding leads to difficult questions of apportionment of fault and 
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causation, belonging more to general questions of tort law than to maritime law, i.e. they are to a 

limited extent dealt with in the syllabus. Therefore, one must look to whether the candidates uses 

his/her senses in dealing with this difficult question if adopting the view that Norcarrier is not liable 

for Stevenor’s mistake.  

(I add that I considered designing the case so that third parties sued Norchart and Stevenor in 

addition to suing Norcarrier but found that such questions (Norchart’s and Stevenor’s liability) too 

difficult, i.e. not discussed in the syllabus dealing with ‘rederansvaret’. The point in mentioning it is 

that if candidates hold Norcarrier not liable for Stevenor’s mistake, then such questions of ‘direct 

liability’ may naturally arise.) 

Furthermore: if one were to hold that Norcarrier is not vicariously liable for Stevenor’s acts, it is still 

so that for the claim for clean-up costs would not require negligence by anyone on Norcarrier’s 

behalf, ref MC s 183, so that this claim would in any event succeed.  Moreover: although not 

expected to be known in any detail, the Port Act and the Pollution Act contain provisions for the 

authorities to impose duties on shipowners to have wrecks removed, and also to claim damages (on 

a strict basis) for reimbursement of costs in the authorities’ own actions in removing wrecks, see 

Falkanger/Bull, 8th ed, p 213-215. The candidates are not expected to have detailed knowledge about 

this but good candidates would probably see that here there is no requirement of negligence by 

anyone on the shipowners’ part in relation (also) to the wreck removal claim. 

Q 1 -Limitation: 

The assessment of this is fairly straightforward apart from a few points. 

First, the cleaning up costs for the bunkers oil spill is governed by MC ch 10, not ch 9 as most of the 

losses are. Admittedly, s 185 2nd para refers to ch 9 in respect of limitation rights but there is here 

some uncertainty as to the application of s 172/175 vs 172a/175a. The answer is not obvious but 

probably s 172a/175a apply. The question is set in some detail in the guidance to the 5402 spring 

2019 exam which I here quote: 

Quote: 

This seems not to be entirely sorted out. The wording of section 172a suggests that bunkers oil spills 

are not covered; It is not an expense incurred on removal of any items mentioned in section 172a, 1) 

and 2), which can also be seen in the context that ordinary oil spills are excluded in the limitation 

rules, cf. section 173 2). In other words, one did not have in mind when the rules were designed – the 

London convention of 1976 as supplemented with the 1996 Protocol, as implemented in the Sea Act 

– that the mere bunkers oil spill should be covered in the regulations. But the considerations behind 

the rules of section 172a can give cause for an expansive interpretation, which seems to be reflected 

in Falkanger and Bull's discussion of the theme. 

Falkanger and Bull state on page 173, quoting the preparatory works, that there is “a need for an increase in the liability 

limits, especially concerning liability for expenses towards preventing and limiting pollution from ships, and in relation to 

liability for wreck removal”. Further, on page 201: “in the case of bunkers oil spills, the larger limitations amounts in section 

175 a cf 172 a will be applicable” 

In Ot.prp.nr.79 (2004-2005) pp. 41-42: 
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“Bunkers oil is not cargo. Hence bunkers oil spills are only covered by section 172 a first subsection when the ship has been 

in an incident as stated in section 172 a first subsection number 1). Claims after bunkers oil spills where the ship is not 

‘sunk, stranded, abandoned or wrecked’, are regulated by section 175 subsection one number 3) and 4) (…) and the 

limitation rules in section 175 apply, not section 172 a or the limits in section 175 a. 

(…) 

The ministry agrees with the drafting committee here. The ministry presupposes that section 172 a applies to all measures 

to remove, destroy or neutralise the danger from the ship or something that has been on board the ship. This also applies 

to measures directly in conjunction with material damage, such as removal of bunkers oil spills from a dock. Section 172 a is 

generally applicable, without regard to the manner of damage that is avoided or mitigated, and does not, for instance, 

discern between pure environmental damage or material damage.” 

Hence the picture is far from clear. 

It is clearly a strength for the candidates if they see this question. Which result they land on will be of 

less importance, provided that their reasoning is sound. On the other hand, it should be acceptable 

also if the candidates do not consider this question, as long as they orient themselves correctly in 

chapter 10 1 with a referral to chapter 9 and choose either sections 172/175 or 172a/175a. 

Unquote 

Second, the item/claim of heaving the wreck would fall under 172a/175a, not 172/175. This is clear 

from the wording of the provisions. Hence, there would be two items of losses representing the 

higher limitation of 175a and thus lifted out from the calculation under 175. 

Third, the profit losses of the owners of the stores may pose questions in relation to remoteness. 

However, such a discussion is not really invited in the text but good candidates may be aware that 

mere financially losses are expressly covered in case of oil spill, MC s 191 2nd para, ref s 183 2nd para 

litra a, but not under the global imitation rules in s 172 - also since in oil spills important categories of 

aggrieved parties may not suffer property damage at all. (I considered making some claimants 

suffering only profit losses, due to evacuation, not combined with property losses, as in the 

Norwegian Supreme Court case Lillestrøm, Rt 2006.690, however this would mean too much of a 

general tort law issue being brought up, not forming part of the 5402 syllabus.) The point is merely 

that if candidates see the point about remoteness, this should be rewarded. However there is no real 

basis in the facts for concluding that such item be irrecoverable. 

Fourth, candidates may bring up questions of causation and remoteness on a different level. It may 

be questioned whether the pulling off quay of the burning ship and drilling a hole in it, may be seen 

as a separate cause, not encompassed by Norcarrier’s liability. If so, both the costs relating to the oil 

spill, the costs of heaving the wreck, and the damage to the leisure boats, would have to be 

disregarded as irrecoverable. There is however no indication in the case that this line of events were 

unforeseeable in a regular tort perspective; the acts were made to avoid further damage to the port 

area, thus foreseeable in a general sense, and there is no indication of negligence on the fire 

brigade’s part (the drilling into bunkers tank being inadvertent).  

The correct calculation would lead to limitation not being applicable:  

The claims falling within s 172a (NOK 30 mil + NOK 30 mill) would clearly not break the limit of s 

175a. 
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The remaining claims (NOK 50 mill + NOK 150 mill) would break the limitation under s 175 (NOK 22 

mill according to s 175 c) and given the ship’s tonnage of 5.000 tons), and with prorata/dividend 

recovery under s 176. 

Some candidates may go into the question of privity / gross negligence and that of setting aside 

limitation rules pursuant to s 174 and s 185 2nd para. If so, it would be the act of Norcarrier’s safety 

manager in not ensuring sufficient firefighting training that would be up for questions. However the 

facts do not really warrant a finding of gross negligent - but to bring up the question may be 

rewarded. 

Q 2: 

The question of recourse in a situation like this may not be easy to answer by the candidates since 

there is scarce discussion of it in the syllabus (see my initial remarks).  

There are however some indicative guidance: MC s 151 second para refers to general tort rules with 

respect to recourse, likewise s 193 i.f. (being applicable to the bunkers oil spill claim via s 183), and it 

is clear that Stevenor’s employees acted with negligence. In general liability based on negligence is 

dealt with in the syllabus in various contexts, e.g. in respect of a shipowner’s own negligence, see 

Falkanger/Bull, 8th ed., p 148-149.  

Candidates should therefore have grounds to conclude that Stevenor will be liable on general 

principles of tort (a company being vicariously liable for its employees’ mistakes). Whether 

candidates, after having so held, may also go into questions of causation, contributory negligence 

etc., may vary, but if they do, one should be generous in how to assess their findings, since this is a 

difficult question not really discussed in the syllabus. Whatever outcome must here be acceptable, 

either that there is no claim since Norcarrier’s own fault must be considered the primary/proximate 

cause, or that there is a proportionate recovery based on a finding of contributory negligence, or that 

there is full recovery based on causation and sine qua non (although the latter seems implausible, 

based on the facts).  

There are tort cases dealing with similar questions of allocation of fault, see e.g. ND 1939.201 

Swedish Supreme Court (discussed in Brækhus, Rederens husbondsanvar, Juridiske arbeider fra sjø 

og land, p 306) but candidates are not expected to know about these. 

Above is discussed Stevenor’s liability as the company whose employees acted negligently. 

Candidates are also asked to discuss Norchart’s liability in recourse. Also here one should be 

generous in assessing the answers, since the natural course would be to seek the answer under the 

time charter (see my initial remarks). That question was raised during exam the day before (5401) as 

to Norchart’s possible liability for Norcarrier’s loss of the ship, while here they are asked to address 

recourse (indemnity) for other items of losses incurred by Norcarrier, that is, whether the time 

charterer would be vicariously liable for the negligence of those retained to perform charterer’s tasks 

under the charter: to discharge the cargo. This is a complex question in tort law and whatever 

outcome by candidates must be considered acceptable.  

One item of losses should however be mentioned in particular, and candidates should be rewarded 

for having spotted it: As to the oil spill related claim, it follows from the liability system that liability is 

channeled to the shipowner and that various parties involved in the shipping operation are protected 
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from liability in recourse unless the incident is caused by their privity / gross negligence, s 185, ref 

193 2nd and 3rd para. A time charterer is however not covered by this group of parties - litra c is not 

mentioned in s 193 3rd para - so that ordinary tort rules (‘alminnelige rettsregler’) in principle apply, 

ref s 193 i.f.  Another matter is whether Norchart and Stevenor would themselves have the 

protection of limitation rules (see e.g. s 171 granting limitation rights to charterers). That does 

however not come up insofar as Norcarrier is already protected by the imitation rules. To the extent 

candidates were to discuss the outcome of recourse on the premise that Norcarrier had lost its right 

of limitation due to privity, and raise the question whether Norchart/Stevenor would be protected by 

imitation in recourse, this should clearly be rewarded, although it all becomes fairly hypothetical.  

NB! I am aware that in some of the translations of the MC into English, there is an unfortunate 

mistake in that in s 193 3rd para litra c is erroneously inserted, so that also time charterers are 

protected in the recourse round. Therefore, if some candidates were to state so (proceed on that 

basis), this should not be to their detriment. 
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